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GUEST LECTURE ON 04-03-2016 AT 1.30PM BY MR
SRINIVASAN,CHIEF PEOPLE OFFICER,RAMKY
INFRASTRUCTURE
Mr. Srinivasan addressed the students about Trends in HR. He
spoke about Human Resource outsourcing, Six Sigma Practices,
Work/Life Balance, and Talent Management in this context.
He said that Human resource management is a process of
bringing people and organizations together so that the goals of
each other are met. Human resource (or personnel)
management, in the sense of getting things done through people.
It’s an essential part of every manager’s responsibilities, but
many organizations find it advantageous to establish a specialist
division to provide an expert service dedicated to ensuring that
the human resource function is performed efficiently.

Mr Srinivasan, Chief People Officer , Ramky Infrastructure Addressing the Students of MBA

Extending beyond conventional marketing
By
Mrs.Devangi Bhuptani
at
CMRCET Seminar Hall on 10-02-2016 at 02:00 PM.

A Guest lecture was organized by the Department of Master in Business Management,
CMRCET. Mrs. Devangi Bhuptani, Avigna Financial Services (AFS) gave a Lecture on the topic
“Extending beyond conventional marketing” on 10th Feb 2016. Mr. Devangi Bhuptani an
MBA, has close to a decade of experience in Marketing & Investment Banking, Financial
Advisory Services and Financial Training. She has High Net worth Clients on Mutual Fund
Investments and has featured as an expert guest columnist in publications like DNA and Mail
Today (India Today group).
In addition to this, she has also featured on investment related programs on NDTV PROFIT,
BLOOMBERGUTV and ZEE BUSINESS. She was nominated for Zee Business_MCX Awards
in January 2010.
Mrs. Devangi Bhuptani, has stressed the need to create more awareness among the public to
spend funds in digital marketing, as India's exposure to internet is highest in the world. She
advised the managers to spend in all sort of channels equally to maximize the advertisement
benefits. She emphasized on TV channels as popular and can be an advantageous channel market
strategy, because TV audience is more in value due to a constant demand. It's important to
understand the factors that affect consumer perception. HOD, faculty members and students of
MBA Department of CMRCET participated and got benefited from this session.

Mrs. Devangi Addressing students

Guest Lecture on

12-09-2015 at 10.30am.

By Mr. Srinath, Marketing Manager, Asian Paints.
Topic: “How to become an effective sales manager”.
He spoke about “Having the qualities that make an excellent salesperson does not necessarily
mean a person knows how to be a good sales manager and lead a team to success.”
He made a point that “The best salespeople usually make the worst managers, given they cannot
be patient in letting a ‘student’ learn through failure,” he says. “Instead, they’re always stepping
in to take over so as not to lose the sale.”
He concluded with a statement “Always, always listen. Imagine a sales universe where sales
professionals didn’t listen to clients. As much as you want to sell clients on a product or service,
you also want to sell your sales force on the person you’ve picked to manage them. Wherever
you want and need that buy in, listening is key.”

A Guest Lecture on “Business Excellence in Modern Scenario”
By
Mr KVV Satyanarayana, Quality Consultant on 19/4/2016 at 10.00am

Mr KVV Satyanarayana ,Quality Consultant ,delivering guest lecture

A GUEST LECTURE ON BUSINESS EXCELLENCE IN
ORGANIZATION
On 30-12-2015 at 11:30 AM
By
Mr.Kolachena Suryanarayana,
Senior Consultant, TCS, Hyderabad

Mr. K.Suryanaraya delivering a lecture

MBA I& II year students

Motivation through right Skill & Attitude
By Mr S Vijay Venkatesh
Co- Founder and Managing Director, Syscon Solutions Private Limited
at
CMRCET Seminar Hall on 31-10-2015 at 11:00 AM.

A guest lecture on Motivation through right Skill & Attitude by Mr S Vijay
Venkatesh, Co- Founder and Managing Director, Syscon Solutions Private
Limited, Hyderabad on 31st, October, 2015 was arranged by department of MBA
for the students of 1st & 2nd year, approximately 240 students Participated.
Be always on the right side of the law and comply the law of the land says Mr. S
Vijay Venkatesh, Co- Founder and Managing Director, Syscon Solutions Private
Limited. A Positive Attitude Leads to Success and Happiness. With a positive
attitude one can see the bright side of life, become optimistic, and expect the best
to happen. It is certainly a state of mind that is well worth developing. A famous
quote says, "Your attitude today determines your success tomorrow”. Mr Vijay
insisted students to develop right attitude to achieve success in their career.
With appropriate example he explained students about importance of attitude and
meaning of skill. He advised students not to run behind money. Money is just a byproduct of their profession. Only the Money that comes out of job satisfaction is
called as the “Happy money”. He also clarified the doubts raised by the students at
the end of session with simple simulation activities which made the students to
understand how important motivation, skill and attitude are their life.

Mr Vijay Venkatesh addressing MBA students

HOD felicitating Mr Vijay Venkatesh

Guest Lecture on
“Entrepreneurship as a career”
by
Dr.Kameshwari Peddada,
Director,Dept of MBA,Anwar ul uloom college
at CMRCET Auditorium
on 03-03-2017 from 11.00am to 12.30pm.

Dr.Kameshwari Peddada, Director, Dept of MBA, Anwar ul Uloom College, delivering a lecture on
“Entrepreneurship as a career”

DECISION MAKING AND PROBLEM SOLVING
By Mr Harimohan P
Author & Motivational Speaker
At
CMRCET Seminar Hall on 04-02-2017 at 11AM.
“The best boss I ever had.” That’s a phrase most of us have said or heard at some point, but what
positive functional traits a good manager should have, what is the quality or attribute an ideal
manager should have. An MBA should be able to give solutions says Mr. Hari Mohan, author
and motivational speaker.
Addressing students of CMR College of Engineering & Technology at Department of Masters in
Business Administration, organized by The Hindu, Business Line Club and sponsored by State
Bank of India, he insisted the need to learn , as he said if you want to grow , learn as fast as you
can…. .

Mr. Harimohan P delivering the inputs to students
Mr Hari Mohan emphasized students to read books and spend more time to improve their
knowledge which is possible through extensive reading which are treasures for life. He addressed
students about how to meet the expectations of the industry and stressed on management of time

& energy, for improving efficiency. He explained how students must take responsibility and
ownership in order to orient themselves and help themselves in proper goal setting and always
must aspire and prepare for next level. He gave a practical insight of requirements to be an ideal
manager. Dr. A. Kotishwar, HOD Department of MBA& staff were present on the occasion.

A Guest lecture on “Career & Business Opportunities in Finance”
By Mr. MANKALA SRINIVAS
Charted Accountant, Hyderabad
At
Seminar Hall on 09-07-2016 at 11:00 AM.

ONE DAY WORKSHOP /GUEST LECTURE ON “TEAM MANAGEMENT
SKILLS FOR GROOMING YOUNG MANAGERS”
BY PROF. SITANSHU PANDA
ON 11-04-17.
CONDUCTED AT CMRCET, BLOCK IV SEMINAR HALL
A one day workshop was conducted on “TEAM MANAGEMENT SKILLS FOR
GROOMING YOUNG MANAGERS” to give the students a practical exposure on team
management and team building skills and to enhance professional skills and ability to
sustain in current corporate scenario. The session was actively lead by Prof. Sitanshu
Panda. He made the session vibrant through conducting activities like ‘Know yourself’,
‘Meeting the expectations’, ‘Motivating Activities’ and lot more. After completion of the
session students are confident enough to solve Existing problems, Perceived future
challenges through team work.

PROF . SITANSHU PANDA, SSIM ADDRESSING THE SESSION

PROF. SITANSHU PANDA, SSIM FORMING AN ACTIVITY

STUDENTS INVOLVING IN ACTIVITY “KNOW YOURSELF”

PROF. SITANSHU PANDA, SSIM CONDUCTING ACTIVITY ON “MEETING THE
EXPECTATIONS”

STUDENTS ENTHUSIASTICALLY PARTICIPATING IN THE ACTIVITY

TEAM MOTIVATION ACTIVITY

Dr A. KOTISHWAR, HOD CMRCET, GIVING VOTE OF THANKS

Impact of Demonetization on Indian Economy
Professor & Head of Business Management,
Telangana University
at
Seminar Hall on 17-12-2016 from 11.30 AM.
A guest lecture on Impact of Demonetization on Indian Economy in India by Dr. T.S.N.Chary,
Professor of Commerce, Director, Research & Development, Telangana University on 17th,
November, 2016 was arranged by department of MBA for the students of 1st & 2nd year,
approximately 120 students Participated.
The session was inspiring which explored deeper insights of dynamics of Indian Economy. The
students gained deep understanding of economic conditions and measures since independence to
recent turbulent economic conditions due to demonetization. He explained in detail about The
demonetization in India that has impacted many lives and businesses after 2016. He elucidated
about key factors underlying the process of increased globalization of investment seeking higher
rates of return and the opportunity to diversify risk internationally. He also enlighted about the
importance that many countries are giving to encourage inflows of capital by dismantling
restrictions, deregulating domestic financial markets, and improving their economic environment
and prospects through the introduction of market-oriented reforms.

Ability to Differentiate between Myth and Reality to Shape Your Career
By Mr S Vijay Venkatesh
Co- Founder and Managing Director, Syscon Solutions Private Limited
at
CMRCET Seminar Hall on 21-10-2016 at 10:30 AM.

A guest lecture on Ability To Differentiate between Myth and Reality To Shape
Your Career by Mr S Vijay Venkatesh, Co- Founder and Managing Director,
Syscon Solutions Private Limited, Hyderabad on 21st, October, 2016 was arranged
by department of MBA for the students of 1st & 2nd year, approximately 240
students Participated.
Between parents, friends, colleagues, and common “wisdom,” there’s no
shortage of sources you can get advice from when you’re applying to jobs. The
problem is, however, that not all of that advice is good advice. While our friends
and family often mean well, the labor market changes rapidly enough that one
job-hunting best practice is no longer relevant a couple years later. He said “ If
you’re the right fit for the job, recruiters aren’t likely to write you off based
solely on your previous tenure. It gets a lot easier to find employers once you
know what those are. And the beautiful part about going to Glassdoor is it tells
me similar companies,” Vijay adds. Beyond being redundant, using your cover
letter as a resume summary means you miss out on demonstrating passion and
culture fit for the company and role in particular.

Mr Vijay Venkatesh organizing activity for MBA students

Guest Lecture
On 06-12-2017 at 10:00 AM
by
Dr P.V Ramarayalu,
Work Shop Manager for ALEAP,
COWE, MSME, Hyderabad who will deliver a talk on
“Entrepreneurial Motivation”

Mr Ramarayulu is delivering a lecture

Students are listening to his speech

Students are preparing a mock company

Guest Lecture on
“Human Values” by Swamy Bodanda, Motivational Speaker,
Ramakrishna Matt,
Hyderabad at CMRCET MBA Seminar Hall
on 08-02-2018 at 01:00 PM.

Swami Bodananda is lighting lamp

Swami Bodananda is felicitated by Management

Students interacting with Swamy Bodananda

A Guest Lecture on “

Corporate Expectations and Interviewing skills”
by

Mr K.J.A Swarup General Manager, ITC limited at
CMRCET Auditorium
on 08-02-2018 from 1.30pm to 3.30pm.

Mr K.L.A Swarup, General Manager, ITC

Mr.Swarup is interacting with students

A workshop on Behavioral Simulation
By R. Ravikanth
M.A. (Psychology), M.Ed
Group Head Psychologist Consulting Group
At
CMRCET Seminar Hall on 12th, April, 2018

A Workshop on Behavioral simulation by Mr Ravikanth, Head, Psychologists’ Consulting Group
on 12th, April, 2018 was arranged by department of MBA for the students of 1st year.
Approximately 60 students Participated.
The goal of this workshop is to inculcate and enhance the right attitude and corporate acceptable
behaviour, increased interpersonal communication skills, decreased conflict, heightened
sensitivity of interpersonal issues, increased awareness of team culture, and improved team
effectiveness and productivity.

The session is fully packed with different thought provoking activities and management games
which are highly interactive. By the end of the session the students are behaviorally stimulated
and motivated.

A Report on a Guest Lecture
On

“Term Finance, working capital finance and
An overview of financial management”
The Department of MBA organized a Guest Lecture on 20-06-2018 at 10.30am by M.Sathaiah,
Assistant General Manager, State bank of India on “Term Finance, working capital finance
and an overview of financial management” for our 2nd year MBA Students.
This guest lecturer’s objective is to provide practical financial knowledge on term finance
sources like public and private sectors for working capital requirement for organizations.
He discussed about how acquisition and mobilization of funds is done in todays dynamic
environment. He also emphasized on various approaches and strategies to mobilize term finance
from various sources like public and financial institutions for corporate world.
By the end of the session students are enriched with term finance for working capital aspects
which are useful for their future industrial exposure.

Mr.M.Sathaiah, Assistant General Manager, State bank of INDIA

Mr.M.Sathaiah, Assistant General Manager, SBI
Delivering Guest Lecture

A Guest lecture on “GST AWARENESS”
By Mr. MANKALA SRINIVAS
Charted Accountant, Hyderabad
At
Seminar Hall on 29-08-2017 at 11:00 AM.

